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Abstract 

Humans responded on multiple random-ratio (RR) random-interval (RI) schedules, 

and their verbalized performance awareness (PA; i.e. their ability to accurately describe what 

they did) was measured in three experiments.  In Experiment 1, instructions informed 

participants that to earn points either: sometimes rapid responding and sometimes slow 

responding would work best (accurate instructions); rapid responding would work best (go 

fast instructions); spaced responding would work best (go slow instructions); or no advice 

was provided (minimal instructions).  In Experiments 2 and 3, participants received either 

accurate or minimal instructions, and were subject to extinction after a multiple RR RI 

schedule.  In all experiments, both performance awareness, and receiving accurate 

instructions, were related to schedule-sensitive responding, but were unrelated to one another 

– participants receiving accurate-rate instructions were not more likely to show performance 

awareness than those exposed to minimal instructions.  Both higher performance awareness, 

and exposure to accurate instructions, predicted faster extinction in Experiment 2 but not in 

Experiment 3.  The current results suggest that performance awareness rather than 

contingency awareness is more strongly related to humans displaying schedule-typical 

behavior, and that this is not strongly related to any explicit verbal instructions that are given.  

 

Keywords: schedule awareness, instructions, random ratio, random interval, schedules, 

humans. 
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Variable ratio and variable interval (or the functionally near-identical random ratio or 

random interval) schedules produce consistent patterns of responding across many species: 

variable ratio (VR) or random ratio (RR) schedules generally supporting higher rates of 

response; and variable interval (VI) or random interval (RI) schedules generally supporting 

lower response rates (see Catania & Reynolds, 1968; Catania, Matthews, Silverman & 

Yohalem, 1977; Ferster & Skinner, 1957; Peele, Casey & Silverberg, 1984; Reed, 2011; 

Reynolds, 1975; Zuriff, 1970).  These differentiated VR/RR versus VI/RI response rates are 

also sometimes seen in humans (see Baron & Galizio, 1983; Bradshaw & Reed, 2012; 

Matthews, Shimoff, Catania & Sagvolden, 1977; Miller, & Baier, 2000; Raia, Shillingford, 

Reed, 1993, 1994, 1999, 2001; Shimoff, Catania & Matthews, 1981).  However, schedule-

induced response rates in humans are far less consistent than those of nonhumans, and 

findings have suggested that a significant proportion of human participants perform in a 

manner which is insensitive to the contingency of the schedule presented (see Bradshaw & 

Reed, 2012; Catania, Matthews & Shimoff, 1982; Matthews et al., 1977; Shimoff et al., 1981; 

Wearden & Shimp, 1985). 

The difference between human and non-human schedule response patterns may hold 

some significance in terms of understanding the underlying factors that control schedule 

behavior in humans (see Leander, Lippman & Meyer, 1968; Lippman & Meyer, 1967; Lowe, 

1979; Lowe, Harzem & Hughes, 1978; Weiner, 1964, 1969, 1970).  At present, the reasons 

for contingency-sensitive versus contingency-insensitive human responding on schedules are 

unclear, but differentiated patterns of responding have been linked to factors such as whether 

the reinforcer requires a consummatory response (Matthews et al., 1977), the type of 

reinforcement employed (Lowe, Harzem & Bagshaw, 1978), whether performance is shaped 

or instructed by experimenters (Catania et al., 1982; Matthews, Catania & Shimoff, 1985; 

Matthews et al., 1977; Shimoff et al., 1981; Shimoff, Matthews & Catania, 1986), and to the 
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degree that the participants demonstrate contingency or performance awareness (Bradshaw & 

Reed, 2012; Hayes et al., 1986; Wearden & Shimp, 1985).  In relation to these latter two 

concepts: ‘contingency awareness’ (CA) is taken to be the participant’s ability to describe 

what relationship is actually required between response and outcome (e.g., Brewer, 1974; 

Lippman and Meyer 1967); whereas, ‘performance awareness’ (PA) is taken to be the 

participant’s ability to accurately describe the behavior that they have just emitted (e.g., 

Bradshaw and Reed, 2012).  There is a complex pattern of results relating to the impact of 

CA and PA on human schedule behavior, the relationship between the two, and with attempts 

to manipulate them through the provision of verbal instructions, which is the focus of the 

current manuscript.   

Evidence from research employing forms of conditioning other than operant 

schedules (e.g., classical conditioning) suggests that CA is an important factor in human 

conditioned responding.  A number of studies have shown that awareness of the CS-UCS 

contingency in classical conditioning procedures is necessary for conditioned responding (see 

Brewer, 1974, Dawson & Schell, 1985, Mitchell, De Houwer, & Lovibond, 2009, for reviews 

of classical conditioning and contingency awareness).  Evaluative conditioning (EC) research 

also supports a link between CA and conditioned responding (see Pleyers, Corneille, 

Luminet, & Yzerbyt, 2007; Stahl & Unkenbach, 2009; Stahl, Unkelbach, & Corneille, 2009).  

Although this association has not consistently been demonstrated across all studies (cf. 

Baeyens, Eelen, & Van den Bergh, 1990; Dickinson & Brown, 2007; Walther & Nagengast, 

2006), CA has been suggested as an important moderator of EC, with the effects of EC 

appearing more pronounced for higher, rather than lower, CA participants (Hofmann, De 

Houwer, Perugini, Baeyens, & Crombez, 2010). 

Operant conditioning studies have also reported a link between CA and human 

performance.  For example, Lippman and Meyer (1967), and Leander et al. (1968), reported 
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correlations between operant performance on fixed interval (FI) schedules and participant 

self-report of the conditioning contingencies.  Wearden and Shimp (1985) measured 

knowledge of how reinforcement was being delivered, in terms of participants’ opinions of 

the best way to receive a reward for their responses, which can more accurately be described 

as a measure of the relationship between their own behavior and its outcome, or performance 

awareness (PA), and found that schedule-sensitive responding was reliably related to PA in 

experimental paradigms involving RI schedules.  

Catania et al. (1982; see also Matthews et al., 1985; Shimoff et al., 1981) investigated 

the relationships between contingency-shaped versus instructed responding, awareness of 

performance and/or contingency, and ‘schedule sensitive’ performance.  They noted that low-

rate responding, established by shaping, changed accordingly with changes of contingency, 

but that instructed responding did not alter in line with changes in the contingency.  This 

finding suggested that shaping produces more contingency-sensitive responding than 

instructional control (Shimoff et al., 1981).  However, neither shaped- nor instructed-

responses produced consistent RR/RI rate differences.  Shimoff et al. (1981), and Matthews 

et al. (1985), examined differences between schedule-sensitive performance and either PA or 

CA, and noted that performance was consistent with the participants’ verbal descriptions of 

their behavior, even when response rates were opposite to that typically produced by the 

contingency.  In contrast, when participants produced contingency descriptions, their 

performance was inconsistently related to their descriptions, and was sometimes schedule-

sensitive and sometimes not. 

Overall, the results of these studies suggest that, although the relationship between 

shaped responding and awareness of the schedule reinforcement paradigm is inconsistent, 

participants are generally more likely to respond in a contingency-sensitive manner when 

their guesses corresponded with the correct contingency.  They also suggest that performance 
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awareness measurement relates to greater consistency between descriptions and responding, 

and more schedule-sensitive responding than contingency awareness measurement, and, 

finally, that shaped behavior is more schedule-sensitive than instructed behavior.  This 

summary is consistent with the role of verbalized performance awareness and its relationship 

with RR/RI schedule performance in humans demonstrated in an earlier study by Bradshaw 

and Reed (2012), where we demonstrated that higher PA was reliably associated with 

schedule-sensitive responding, and that lower PA was associated with schedule-insensitive 

performance.   

To measure the effect of instructions on human schedule performance, Hayes, 

Brownstein, Haas, and Greenway (1986) examined schedule sensitivity through a multiple 

FR DRL schedule and by changing the operative schedule once consistent responding had 

been established.  Participants received minimal instructions, instructions appropriate to ratio 

schedules only, instructions appropriate to interval schedules only, or instructions appropriate 

to both schedules.  Once the participants were responding on the multiple schedule in a stable 

manner, they were placed into extinction.  For participants who responded in a schedule-

insensitive manner, there was little reduction in responding when the task no longer yielded 

reinforcement.  Large extinction effects occurred for most of the participants who had been 

given inaccurate instructions, but who had responded sensitively to the schedule.  However, 

where accurate instructions had been given by experimenters, around half of the participants 

showed small extinction effects.  The results suggest that extinction occurred more rapidly in 

those participants who showed self-generated sensitivity to schedule contingencies.  

Participants who were apparently schedule-insensitive, or for whom sensitivity had occurred 

due to experimenter instructions, continued to respond with few extinction effects being 

demonstrated (Hayes et al., 1986).   
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The results from both Catania et al. (1982) and Hayes et al. (1986) suggest that 

contingency sensitive responding can be elicited in some humans by either instructing 

participants or by shaping them, but that neither method produces consistent schedule-

sensitive responding across all participants.  Furthermore, Hayes et al. (1986) suggest that, 

where contingency-sensitive responding is seen, performance is far more robust if that 

responding has been self-generated, rather than instructed.  Both studies also reported a link 

between sensitive responding and PA; however, the differences in procedure between these 

studies, and between these studies and our previous study (Bradshaw & Reed, 2012), make 

comparisons between all the studies difficult.  Furthermore, the studies by both Catania et al. 

(1982) and Hayes et al. (1986) both use complex multiple schedules which also make 

comparisons to our work which involves a more straightforward procedure problematic.  

In light of the apparent complexity in previous findings concerning sensitive schedule 

performance, PA, and verbal instructions (Catania et al., 1982; Hayes, Brownstein, Haas, and 

Greenway, 1986; Hayes, Brownstein, Zettle, Rosenfarb & Korn, 1986; Matthews et al., 1985; 

Shimoff et al., 1981; 1986), the present set of studies aimed to explore these relationships 

further.  In particular, it is hoped to establish whether CA or PA is most related to the 

emergence of schedule-typical responding in humans, whether either results in greater or 

lesser sensitivity to changes in the contingencies, and the relationship of both to the provision 

of explicit verbal instructions.  Furthermore, where previous studies have often used complex 

tasks to investigate human performance (Catania et al., 1982; Hayes, Brownstein, Haas, and 

Greenway, 1986; Hayes, Brownstein, Zettle, Rosenfarb & Korn, 1986; Matthews et al., 1985; 

Shimoff et al., 1986), the present set of studies used a simple RR/RI computer task in line 

with a previous investigation by Bradshaw and Reed (2012) to examine the role of verbalized 

performance awareness, verbal instructions given by experimenters, and schedule 

performance.  
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Experiment 1 

 

 In order to further explore this area, we felt it necessary to use a simple RR/RI 

paradigm to partially replicate procedural elements from the work by Catania et al. (1982), 

Hayes, Brownstein, Haas, and Greenway (1986) and Hayes, Brownstein, Zettle, Rosenfarb & 

Korn (1986) and also to combine investigation of schedule performance, differentiated 

experimenter instructions, and PA, in one study.  In doing so, we sought to clarify any 

relationships between these factors in a straightforward schedule task with humans.  Thus, the 

aim of the first experiment was to combine the various elements of previous studies (i.e., 

Bradshaw et al., 2012; Catania et al., 1982; Hayes, Brownstein, Haas, and Greenway, 1986; 

Hayes, Brownstein, Zettle, Rosenfarb & Korn, 1986; Matthews et al., 1985; Shimoff et al., 

1986) using a simple RR/RI task in order to examine whether sensitive schedule responding 

would show a relationship with performance awareness and/or verbal instructions.  Further, 

we aimed to examine whether either of these latter two factors would show a stronger 

relationship with sensitive schedule performance, and whether these two factors are related to 

one another. 

 

Method 

Participants  

A sample of 35 students was recruited via the Psychology Department subject-pool 

system; they received credit for their participation, but no financial payment.  The sample 

comprised 31 females and 4 males, aged between 18 and 23 years (mean = 19.43 + 1.07).   

 

Apparatus 
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 The experimental task was presented on a standard desktop computer.  Visual Basic 

(6.0) was used to program the task, which consisted of two primary reinforcement schedule 

types.  The program firstly presented a random ratio (RR) schedule, wherein points, acting as 

reinforcers, were awarded for presses to the space bar according to a RR-20 schedule (points 

were awarded after each space bar response with a 1/20 probability).  Participants also lost 

one point for each space bar response, regardless of whether the response was reinforced.  

This procedure was adopted as it has previously been established that the presence of such a 

response cost generates schedule performance by humans that is similar to that observed in 

nonhumans (see Raia et al., 2000).  It has been argued that the absence of a response cost for 

a simple computer key press creates little reason to regulate performance in line with the 

contingency of the schedule, especially in contrast to effort needed for nonhumans to make a 

response in a conditioning chamber (see Bradshaw & Reed, 2012; Reed, 2001).  Each 

reinforcer consisted of 40 points being added to the participant’s total.  Secondly, a RI 

schedule was delivered, whereby 40 points were awarded following the first response after a 

specified amount of time had elapsed.  The response cost contingency also applied to the RI 

schedule.  The RI schedule was yoked to the preceding RR schedule, so that reinforcement in 

the RI schedule was delivered only after the elapse of time that it had taken for the 

corresponding reinforcer to be awarded on the RR trial. 

The computer task presented a white screen, with a stimulus boxes placed in the 

center upper portion of the screen. The box was approximately 8cm wide x 3cm high, and 

was blocked with a single color (either red or green), to indicate schedule type.  A new 

schedule was, thus, indicated by the changing color of this box.  For the first trial (RR) it was 

red (for half the participants), followed by green for the second trial (RI), and alternated in 

this manner for the subsequent trials.  For the other half of the participants the box was green 

for the first (RR) trial and red for the second (RI) trial, recurring.  Participants were informed 
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that the box would change color when a new trial commenced, but not informed of which 

schedule type the color indicated.  Underneath the color stimulus box the word “POINTS” (in 

capital letters) was positioned and below this the running total of the points in figures 

appeared.  Points were set to 10 at the commencement of the task, and reduced by one with 

every space bar press.  When reinforcement was delivered, points would rise by 40.  

 

Materials  

 A performance awareness questionnaire was administered to retrospectively measure 

the participants’ awareness of the relationship between their behavior and reinforcement 

(through points awarded) in the task.  This was previously used by Bradshaw and Reed 

(2012), and was based on the questions used by Catania et al. (1982; see also Matthews et al., 

1985; Shimoff et al., 1986), to assess performance awareness, with the notable difference that 

participants in the aforementioned research were required to fill in the answer to the question 

in their own words.  In the present research, the question posed in each of the questionnaire 

items was based on the questions asked in the research cited above, but the participants were 

required to indicate their answer in terms of one closed response from six options presented 

for each question.  In total eight questions were asked, each related on one of the eight trials 

within the task, and each item asked the same question: “In the [first/second] game in the 

task, what did you consider to be the best way to increase your points score?”: a) Press space 

bar very little; b) Do not press space bar at all; c) Press space bar a lot in a small amount of 

time; d) Pause in-between space bar presses; e) Press space bar a little in a small amount of 

time; f) I do not know 

For RR trials, the correct response was deemed to be option (c) “Press space bar a lot 

in a small amount of time”.  If participants indicated this response for the items related to RR 

trials (1, 3, 5, and 7) they received a score of 2 points for each correct response (see 
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Bradshaw & Reed, 2012: Catania et al., 1982; Matthews et al., 1985; Shimoff et al., 1986).  

For RI trials, the correct response was considered to be option (e) “Press space bar a little in 

a small amount of time”.  Participants were awarded 2 points each time they indicated this 

response in relation to RI trials (2, 4, 6, and 8; see Bradshaw & Reed, 2012; Catania et al., 

1982; Matthews et al., 1985; Shimoff et al., 1986).  Any other responses indicated received a 

score of zero.  Thus, the maximum score it was possible to be awarded for performance 

awareness across all eight trials was 16.  

 

Procedure  

Participants were tested individually in a quiet room, which contained a desk and 

computer, with the monitor situated approximately 60cm from them.  Participants gave 

written consent, and read the study information and paper instructions for the task.  

Participants commenced the task in their own time, and were required to fill in basic 

demographic details about themselves before the schedule task was presented. 

Each schedule presentation was 4 min long, and a RR schedule trial was always 

presented immediately prior to the yoked RI schedule trial.  There were four presentations of 

the yoked RR-RI pairs.  The procedure of yoking RI trials to preceding RR trials ensured that 

reinforcement in the RI schedule was delivered after a similar elapse of time that it had taken 

for the corresponding reinforcer to be awarded on the RR trial. 

Participants were randomly allocated to one of four groups: Minimal instructions, Go 

Fast, Go Slow or Accurate Rate instructions (after Hayes et al., 1986a; 1986b).  Prior to the 

task beginning, all participants were presented with instructions on the computer screen, with 

variation according to experimental condition.  All participants were presented with the 

following instructions: 
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“When the task begins, use the space bar to score as many points as possible.  There 

are eight games in total.  The first game is identified with a large red [green] rectangle at the 

top of the screen.  When the first game is over, the rectangle will change to green [red] to 

indicate the start of the next game.  The rectangles alternate between red and green [green 

and red] to indicate the changing games for the remainder of the task.  Your goal in each 

game is to reach the highest score possible.  You will see that the points reduce according to 

the way in which you play, but will rise again every so often, according to the pattern of 

space bar hits that you use.  All you need to do is to find the best pattern of space bar hits to 

score as highly as possible in each game.  It may be a good idea to respond quickly 

sometimes, and slowly at other times, but you need to discover this for yourself!” 

In addition to these, a further set of instructions appeared to participants on a further 

screen. The Minimal group was told:  

“Remember, your task is to score as many points as possible by pushing the space 

bar.”   

The Go Fast group was told:  

“Remember, your task is to score as many points as possible by pushing the space 

bar.  Rapid pushes on the space bar will work best.”   

The go Slow Group was told:  

“Remember, your task is to score as many points as possible pushing the space bar.  

Pushes on the space bar with several seconds in between them will work best.”  

The Accurate Rate group was told:  

“Remember, your task is to score as many points as possible by pushing the space 

bar.  The rectangle which changes color on the trials is important. When it is one color, 

rapid pushes on the space bar will work best.  When it is the other color, pushes with several 

seconds in between them will work best.” (after Hayes et al., 1986). 
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The participants were then instructed to click a start button to continue with the 

experiment.  After task completion, participants completed the performance awareness 

questionnaire before leaving the laboratory.  

 

Results and Discussion 

Experimenter Instructions 

--------------------------- 

Figure 1 about here 

---------------------------- 

Figure 1 presents the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for the four groups of participants (Minimal instructions, Go Fast, Go 

Slow and Accurate Rate instructions).  A three-factor, mixed-model analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) with instruction group as a between-subject factor, and schedule, and trial as 

within-subject factors, was conducted on the data shown in Figure 1.  This analysis revealed 

statistically significant main effects of schedule, F(1,31) = 29.84, p < .001, Partial Eta2 = .49, 

and instruction group, F(3,31) = 4.66, p < .01, Partial Eta2 = .31; there was also a significant 

three-way interaction between schedule, trial and instruction group, F(9, 93) = 1.95, p = .05, 

Partial Eta2 = .159.  There was a marginal interaction between schedule and instruction 

group, F(3,31) = 2.36, p = . 09, Partial Eta2 = .186.  There were no other statistically 

significant main effects or interactions, all ps > .10.  

To further explore these data, a two-way ANOVA (schedule x trial) was conducted 

for each separate instruction group.  For the Minimal instructions group a main statistical 

effect of schedule was shown, F(1,7) = 5.64, p < .05, no main effect was seen for trial, p > 

.10, and a marginal interaction was shown between schedule and trial, F(3,21) = 2.82, p = 

.064.  For the Go Fast group, a statistically significant main effect of schedule was shown, 
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F(1,8) = 12.92, p < .01, but no statistically significant effects for trial, or for the interaction, 

ps > .10.  No statistically significant effects were shown for the Go Slow group, all ps > .10. 

For the Accurate Rate instruction group, a statistically significant main effect was shown for 

schedule, F(1,7) = 8.29, p < .05, but no other statistically significant effects were found, all ps 

> 0.1.  

 The results of these analyses indicate that, overall, participants responded in a 

differentiated manner according to schedule type, and according to instruction group, with 

participants in the Minimal, Go Fast, and Accurate Rate, groups showing differentiated and 

sensitive schedule performance.  These results are somewhat consistent with those of Hayes, 

Brownstein, Haas and Greenway (1986), who found that, while verbally instructed 

participants performed in a more differentiated, and schedule-sensitive manner, than non-

instructed participants, some non-instructed participants also showed similar schedule-

sensitive differentiation.  The results are also reminiscent of those of Catania and colleagues 

(Catania et al., 1982; Shimoff et al., 1981), who reported inconsistent relationships between 

verbal instructions and both RR/RI performance differences and sensitive responding to 

RR/RI contingencies.  

 

Performance Awareness 

Summed performance awareness (PA) scores for every trial ranged from 0 to 16 (in 

multiples of 2) across the sample, with a mean of 6.46 (+ 4.39).  The sample was split into 

two groups according to a median split of performance awareness scores. The median PA 

score was 6; consequently, scores between 0 and 6 were considered to have relatively lower 

performance awareness, while scores between 8 and 16 were described as showing higher 

performance awareness.  For this experiment, Group Lower consisted of 22 participants 
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(mean PA score = 3.64 + 2.01), whilst Group Higher consisted of 13 participants (mean PA 

score = 11.23 + 2.89). 

------------------------- 

Figure 2 about here 

------------------------- 

Figure 2 presents the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for Higher PA and Lower PA groups.  A three-factor, mixed-model 

ANOVA (PA Group x schedule x trial) was conducted on these data, and showed a 

statistically significant main effect of schedule, F(1,33) = 56.19, p < .001, Partial Eta2 = .63, 

but no statistically significant effect of trial, p > 0.1 or of PA group, F < 1.  There was no 

statistically significant finding for the interaction between trial and PA group, F < 1; 

however, there were statistically significant findings for the interactions between schedule 

and PA group, F(1,33) = 23.17, p < .001, Partial Eta2 = .413, schedule and trial, F(3,99) = 

4.32, p < .01, and schedule, trial and PA group, F(3,99) = 9.44, p < .001, Partial Eta2 = .222.   

To further investigate these findings, two-factor AVOVAs (schedule x trial) were 

conducted on the data for higher and lower PA groups.  For group Lower PA, a statistically 

significant main effect was found for schedule, F(1,21) = 7.22, p < .05, Partial Eta2 = .26, but 

no other effects were found, all ps > .10.  For group Higher PA, a statistically significant 

main effect of schedule was found, F(1,12) = 38.21, p < .001, Partial Eta2 = .76, and a two-

way interaction between schedule and trial was shown, F(3,36) = 11.51, p < .001, Partial Eta2 

= .49.  No statistically significant effect was found for trial, p > .10. 

Taken together, these results indicate that performance awareness was associated with 

response rates according to schedule type, with slightly larger RR/RI response differences 

apparent for higher PA than for lower PA participants; although both PA groups showed 

differentiated schedule responding sensitive with the contingencies, the effect sizes indicate 
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that PA was more strongly related with RR/RI performance differentiation, than was 

instruction group.  These results are consistent with those of Catania et al. (1982), who found 

that, while shaping responses versus verbally instructing participants produced inconsistent 

sensitivity to the RR/RI contingencies, RR/RI response differences among the groups were 

consistent with correct guesses about the contingencies.  They are also consistent with 

findings by Wearden and Shimp (1985) which suggested that schedule-sensitive responding 

was reliably related to PA in RI schedules. Thus for Experiment 1, performance awareness 

was consistently related to schedule-sensitive responding, while verbally-instructed 

responding was not.  

 

Association between Instruction Group and PA 

To further investigate the relationship between performance awareness and instruction 

group the categorical data defining these two factors were entered into a Pearson’s Chi 

Square analysis of association.  Of the participants who had received minimal instructions, 

three were classified as having lower PA, while five had higher PA.  Of those who received 

ratio schedule appropriate (Go Fast) instructions, five had lower PA, whereas four had higher 

PA.  Of those who received interval schedule (Go Slow) instructions, 10 had lower PA, zero 

had higher PA.  Of those who received accurate-rate instructions, four had lower PA, four 

had higher PA.  Chi Square analysis indicated X² (3, N = 35) = 8.88, p = 0.03.  The cross 

tabulation suggests that the reason for this significant association is the absence of any high 

performance aware participants in the Go Slow group.  In other instruction groups, the 

participants were split almost equally between low PA and high PA, with the Minimal 

instructions group comprising a greater number of higher PA participants than the Accurate 

Rate group.  Thus, it can be observed from these data that providing participants with 

accurate instructions regarding the most efficient manner of point-scoring was no more likely 
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to result in accurate guesses about sensitive performance than providing no accurate 

instructions.  

The results reported here for Experiment 1 resemble those reported by Hayes, 

Brownstein, Haas, and Greenway (1986) in terms of the degree to which the participants 

appeared to understand the schedule contingencies.  Hayes et al. (1986) reported that of the 

minimally-instructed participants, six showed efficient differential responding, while four did 

not; in the current study, of the minimally instructed participants, five showed higher PA, 

whilst three showed lower PA.  The split between Go Fast participants, reported by Hayes et 

al. (1986), indicated five participants showing differential responding, whilst two did not; the 

current results showed four Go Fast participants with higher PA, and five with lower PA.  

Hayes et al. (1986) reported one participant to show differential responding in the Go Slow 

group, with nine showing non-differential responding; current results indicated that no 

participants in the Go Slow group showed higher PA, whilst ten showed lower PA.  Only the 

results of the Accurate rate group differed somewhat between the two studies.  The current 

results show four of these participants demonstrating higher PA and four demonstrating lower 

PA, whereas in the results reported by Hayes et al. (1986), fifteen out of sixteen participants 

showed efficient differential responding.  These mostly-consistent results between the two 

studies suggest that minimal instructions, or those pertaining to RR schedules only, are not 

likely to eliminate the likelihood of sensitive schedule responding, or of accurately describing 

the contingency, but that RI-appropriate instructions are likely to decrease sensitive schedule 

responding, and accurate description of the contingency, and that accurate instructions may 

increase the likelihood of schedule-sensitive responding, but not accurate description of the 

performance required to respond sensitively to the schedules. This might be due to the fact 

that RI-appropriate instructions reduce variability of responses and thus the chance of making 
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contact with an RR contingency, as suggested by Cerutti (1989), Galizio (1979) and Joyce 

and Chase (1990).  

 

 

Experiment 2 

 

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that although both verbal instructions provided 

by the experimenter and performance awareness (PA) can relate to RR/RI schedule 

performance, PA was more strongly related to schedule-sensitive responding and not related 

to verbal instructions.  It might have been intuitively predicted that participants given 

accurate instructions concerning how to score points would show greater performance 

awareness to the schedules than those who had received no such instructions, but this was not 

observed in the findings from Experiment 1.  To further explore these factors, a second 

experiment aimed to consider the extent to which participants would continue to show 

schedule-sensitive responding in relation to both experimenter-provided instructions and PA 

after the removal of reinforcement.  Although several studies have examined this issue 

(Hayes, Brownstein, Haas & Greenway, 1986; Hayes, Brownstein, Zettle, Rosenfarb & Korn, 

1986; Shimoff et al., 1981) this effect has not been examined using the relatively simple 

schedule employed in Experiment 1.  To this end, after initial conditioning on a multiple RR 

RI schedule, reinforcement was withdrawn after eight trials to investigate any differences that 

may occur in extinction between participants who were verbally instructed and those who 

were not.  Extinction tests have been used previously in the examination of the impact of 

instructions on responding, where it has been found that instructed performance (as opposed 

to contingency shaped) is more resistant to extinction (see Hayes et al., 1986).  The second 

experiment aimed to investigate the performance of participants during a period of extinction 
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in relation to both verbal instructions provided by the experimenter and to performance 

awareness.  

 

Method 

Participants  

A sample of 33 students was recruited via the Psychology Department subject-pool 

system; they received credit for their participation, but no financial payment.  The sample 

comprised 21 females and 12 males, aged between 19 and 50 years (mean = 22.94 + 6.5).   

 

Apparatus 

The same alternating schedule of yoked RR and RI trials was used as in Experiment 

1; however, the task comprised 20 trials, which were each two minutes in length.  

Reinforcement was delivered in the first eight conditioning trials (four RR and four RI 

respectively) according to a RR 20 schedule.  The remaining 6 trials were extinction trials, 

whereby no reinforcement was delivered at all.  Participants were not informed that no points 

could be earned after the first eight trials.  The color of the stimulus box was counterbalanced 

for both conditioning trials and for extinction trials, so that, for half the sample, the rectangle 

in the upper center of the screen was red for the RR trials, and green for RI trials.  For the 

other half of the sample, the rectangle was green for the RR trial, and red for the RI trial.  For 

half the sample who had viewed a red rectangle for RR trials and green rectangle for RI trials, 

the first extinction trial showed a red stimulus box, followed by green, alternating for the 

remainder of the trials.  For the other half, the rectangle in the first extinction trial was green, 

followed by red for the second, recurring.  This counterbalancing also occurred for the 

remainder of the sample who had viewed a green color stimulus box for the first (RR) 

conditioning trial and a red box for the second (RI) trial.  
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Procedure 

 The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, except for the instructions given 

to the participants.  Participants were placed into one of two experimental conditions, 

Minimal instructions and Accurate Rate instructions.  All participants received identical 

initial instructions to those given in Experiment 1, except that they were informed that there 

would be twenty trials.  Following these initial on-screen instructions, participants viewed a 

further screen before the task began.  Those in the Minimal instructions group received the 

same instructions as the equivalent group in Experiment 1: 

“Remember, your task is to score as many points as possible by pushing the space 

bar.”   

Those in the Accurate Rate instructions group received the same instructions as in the 

equivalent group in Experiment 1: 

“Remember, your task is to score as many points as possible by pushing the space 

bar.  The rectangle which changes color on the trials is important. When it is one color, 

rapid pushes on the space bar will work best.  When it is the other color, pushes with several 

seconds in between them will work best” (after Hayes et al., 1986). 

The Minimal instructions group consisted of 16 participants and the Accurate Rate 

instructions group consisted of 17 participants.  Participants were tested individually in a 

quiet room.  After completion of the task, participants completed a performance awareness 

questionnaire as used in Experiment 1.  The same question was posed for each of the twenty 

trials, with the response options identical to the one previously used; however, performance 

awareness scores were only calculated using responses to the first eight conditioning trials as 

it was not possible to show awareness of how to score points in extinction trials since no 

points were available. 
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Results and Discussion 

Experimenter Instructions 

---------------------------- 

Figure 3 about here 

---------------------------- 

Figure 3 presents the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for the two groups of participants (Minimal instructions and Accurate 

Rate instructions), for the conditioning trials (trials 1 – 4).  A three-factor, mixed-model 

ANOVA (instruction group x schedule x trial) was conducted on these data, and showed a 

statistically significant main effect of schedule, F(1,31) = 13.54, p < .001, Partial Eta2 = .304, 

but no statistically significant main effects of trial or instruction group, Fs < 1.  There were 

no statistically significant interactions for these data, all ps > .10.  Thus, participants 

receiving accurate instructions were no more likely to show differentiated RR/RI responses 

than those receiving minimal instructions, consistent with findings by Catania et al. (1982) 

and Shimoff et al. (1981), which indicated that verbal instructions did not produce consistent 

RR/RI response-rate differences or schedule-sensitive responding. 

--------------------------- 

Figure 4 about here 

--------------------------- 

Figure 4 presents the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for the two groups of participants (Minimal instructions and Accurate 

Rate instructions), for the three extinction trials for each schedule.  A three-factor, mixed-

model ANOVA (instruction group x schedule x trial) was conducted on these data for these 

factors for the extinction trials, and showed no statistically significant main effects for 
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schedule or for instruction group, Fs < 1.  There was a statistically significant main effect for 

trial, F(2,60) = 4.01, p < .05, partial eta2 =.118.  There were no statistically significant 

interactions between any factors, all ps > .20. 

In an attempt to accommodate the differences in response rate seen in training, the 

mean rates of responding during the three extinction trials were expressed as a proportion of 

the mean rates of responding seen over the four training trials.  This produced a mean 

proportion of baseline responding for the minimal instruction group of: RR = .84 (+ .63), and 

RI = 1.10 (+ .33); and for the accurate instruction group these data were: RR = .55 (+ .43), 

and RI = 1.78 (+ 3.11).  A two-factor ANOVA (group x schedule) conducted on these 

revealed a marginally significant main effect of schedule, F(1,31) = 2.99, .09 > p > .08, 

partial eta2 =.088, but no significant main effect of group, p > .20, nor interaction between 

the factors, F < 1. 

These findings show that extinction occurred, and that there was a tendency for the 

response rate in extinction to decrease more, relative to baseline, in the RR component than 

in the RI component.  However, there was little effect of instruction type on extinction.  This 

latter finding is inconsistent with those of Joyce and Chase (1990) who found that accurately 

instructed participants showed little sensitivity to a change in the schedule contingency, and 

those of Hayes et al. (1986) who found that accurately-instructed participants showed few 

extinction effects.  The reason for this inconsistency is unclear, but may relate to the use of a 

simpler contingency in the current study   

 

Performance Awareness 

Summed performance awareness scores across the trials ranged from 0 to 16, with a 

mean of 6.73 (+ 4.24) and a median of 6.  The sample was split into two groups according to 

their performance awareness score as described in Experiment 1; a score of 0 – 6 was classed 
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as Lower PA, while a score of 8 – 16 was classed as Higher PA.  Group Lower consisted of 

18 participants (mean PA score = 3.56 + 2.23), and Group Higher consisted of 15 participants 

(mean PA score = 10.53 + 2.56). 

-------------------------- 

Figure 5 about here 

-------------------------- 

Figure 5 presents the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for Higher PA and Lower PA groups for the conditioning trials (trials 1 – 

4).  A three-factor, mixed-model ANOVA (PA Group x schedule x trial) was conducted on 

the data for the conditioning trials (trials 1 – 4) and showed a statistically significant main 

effect of schedule, F(1,31) = 20.46 p < .001, Partial Eta2 = .398, and of PA Group, F(1,31) = 

4.42, p = .044, Partial Eta2 = .125; but no statistically significant effect of trial, F >1.  There 

was no statistically significant finding for the interaction between trial and PA group, F >1. 

There was a statistically significant finding for the interaction between schedule and PA 

group, F(1,31) = 11.26, p = .002, Partial Eta2 = .266.  However, there were no statistically 

significant findings for the interactions between schedule and trial, F(3,93) = 2.42, p = .07, or 

for schedule, trial and PA group, p > 0.1. The effect sizes suggest that performance awareness 

was a stronger mediator of schedule-sensitive responding than instruction group, in 

accordance with findings by Catania et al. (1982), and with the findings of the current 

Experiment 1.  

--------------------------- 

Figure 6 about here 

--------------------------- 

Figure 6 presents the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for Higher PA and Lower PA groups for the extinction trials.  A three-
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factor, mixed-model ANOVA was conducted using the same factors for the extinction trials 

(trials 5 – 10) and showed no statistically significant main effects for schedule or for PA 

group, p > .10, for both factors.  There was a statistically significant main effect of trial, 

F(2,62) = 6.52, p < .001, partial eta2 = .174.  There were no statistically significant 

interactions between schedule and PA group, p > .40, schedule and trial, p > .10, or schedule, 

trial and group, F < 1.  The interaction between trial and PA group was marginally 

significant, F(2,62) = 2.87, p = .064, partial eta2 = .085.  Mean scores for both groups 

indicate that there was a slight tendency for those with higher PA to extinguish faster than 

those with lower PA.  Effect sizes indicate no substantial differences between results for 

instruction group and results for PA group in this respect. 

The mean rates of responding during the three extinction trials, expressed as a 

proportion of the mean rates of responding seen over the four training trials, for the lower PA 

group were: RR = .97 (+ .65), and RI = 1.03 (+ .34); and for the higher PA group these data 

were: RR = .46 (+ .30), and RI = 1.80 (+ 3.09).  Although there appeared to be a greater 

extinction effect for the RR schedule, a two-factor ANOVA (group x schedule) conducted on 

these revealed no statistically significant main effects or interaction, all ps > .10. 

These data do not provide any clear support for the findings reported by Hayes et al. 

(1986), who suggested that extinction occurred more rapidly in participants who had 

previously performed sensitively to the contingency under conditioning trials, but whom 

could not have done so as a result of experimenter instructions. Thus, the findings of Hayes et 

al. (1986) seem to suggest that a degree of performance awareness is more important than 

instructions received in extinguishing rapidly when reinforcement is withdrawn. Our results 

show no such distinction. 

 

Association between Instruction Group and PA 
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A Pearson’s Chi Square analysis of association was conducted on the data to further 

investigate the relationship between performance awareness and instruction group.  It was 

found that of the 16 participants who received minimal instructions, nine had lower 

performance awareness whilst seven had higher PA. Of the 17 who received accurate 

instructions, nine had lower PA, whilst seven had higher PA; X² (1, N = 33) = .36, p > .8. 

Thus, there was no relationship between instruction group and performance awareness in 

Experiment 2, consistent with the results of Experiment 1.  

Hayes et al. (1986) use the term “apparent schedule sensitivity” to describe the 

differential responding by participants in their study, and make the point that humans may 

respond in a way which appears schedule-sensitive, but which is not controlled by the 

schedules.  They suggest that only behavior which is sensitive to changes in the contingencies 

can truly be described as schedule-sensitive.  The current study attempted to measure whether 

participants are responding sensitively to schedule contingencies, as in previous studies.  By 

measuring performance awareness, we found that PA was reliably associated with apparent 

schedule-sensitivity (see Bradshaw & Reed, 2012).  Of course, being able to accurately 

describe how to score points does not guarantee that other factors could not be enabling 

schedule-sensitive responding, but it does seem to suggest that participants are performing in 

a truly schedule-sensitive manner.  Furthermore, our results in this study also suggest that this 

performance awareness is independent of verbal instructions provided by experimenters.  

However, the results from the extinction trials in Experiment 2 of the present study are 

unclear.  While higher PA participants showed more rapid extinction effects that lower PA 

participants, it does not appear that higher performance awareness produced stronger 

extinction effects than accurate instructions, which might have been expected after 

consideration of the results by Hayes et al. (1986).  Our results are consistent with findings by 

Catania et al. (1982), who reported that neither shaped nor instructed responses produced 
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consistent differences in RR and RI responding, but a relationship could be observed between 

schedule-sensitive responding and higher PA; whereas, if participants had been instructed, 

the relationship between response rates and PA was much more inconsistent.  

 

Experiment 3 

 

 The results of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that performance awareness is more 

strongly related to schedule-sensitive responding than to the instructions provided by the 

experimenter, and that PA and instruction group showed no relationship with one another; 

that is, that participants provided with accurate-rate instructions were no more likely to show 

higher PA than those who received minimal instructions.  Measurement of performance 

awareness for both of the first two experiments was conducted through retrospective, closed-

ended questionnaires.  Measuring PA retrospectively was deemed necessary to avoid any 

interference effects which might be observed if participants were asked about their 

performance and provided with options as to how best to increase points after each trial or 

RR/RI trial pair, rather than post-task.  However, for both experiments, participants were 

required to recall their opinions of the best way to increase their points score by thinking back 

over several trials, and in the case of the second experiment, they needed to recall 20 separate 

trials in order to attempt this.  Despite the reliable association between RR and RI differential 

responding and PA shown in these experiments, which are also consistent with findings from 

our previous study (Bradshaw & Reed, 2012), it is not inconceivable that participants 

struggled to recall the best way to increase their points in each trial and were using the fixed-

choice options as prompts.  In order to address this, a third experiment was conducted which 

was functionally identical to Experiment 2, but which aimed to vary the measurement of PA 

between groups to test reliability of the closed-ended PA measure.  
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Method 

Participants  

A sample of 32 students was recruited via the Psychology Department subject-pool 

system; they received credit for their participation, but no financial payment.  The sample 

comprised 29 females and 3 males, aged between 18 and 26 years (mean = 19.59  + 1.64).   

 

Apparatus 

The same alternating schedule of yoked RR and RI trials was used as in Experiment 

2; the task comprised 14 trials, each 2 min in length.  Reinforcement was delivered in the first 

eight conditioning trials (four RR and four RI respectively) according to a RR 20 schedule.  

The remaining 6 trials were extinction trials, whereby no reinforcement was delivered at all.  

Participants were not informed that no points could be earned after the first eight trials.  The 

color of the stimulus box was counterbalanced for both conditioning trials and for extinction 

trials, so that, for half the sample, the rectangle in the upper center of the screen was red for 

the RR trials, and green for RI trials.  For the other half of the sample, the rectangle was 

green for the RR trial, and red for the RI trial.  For half the sample who had viewed a red 

rectangle for RR trials and green rectangle for RI trials, the first extinction trial showed a red 

stimulus box, followed by green, alternating for the remainder of the trials.  For the other 

half, the rectangle in the first extinction trial was green, followed by red for the second, 

recurring.  This counterbalancing also occurred for the remainder of the sample who had 

viewed a green color stimulus box for the first (RR) conditioning trial and a red box for the 

second (RI) trial.  

 

Procedure 
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 Participants were split into four experimental groups. As in Experiment 2, half of the 

participants received Minimal instructions and the other half received Accurate Rate 

instructions. The instructions given to each of these groups were identical to those used in 

Experiment 2.  In addition to this, half of the participants in each of these groups received 

closed-ended post-task performance awareness questions identical to those used in 

Experiment 2, while the other half received open-ended post-task performance awareness 

questions. 

The closed-ended questionnaire was identical to that described in Experiment 1 and 

was scored in the same way, using only the conditioning trial responses as described in 

Experiment 2. The open-ended questions were posed for each of the 14 trials completed in 

the task and used identical wording to the closed-ended questions (“In the [first/second] 

game in the task, what did you consider to be the best way to increase your points score?”). 

Space was provided immediately following each of these questions for participants to 

respond in their own words.        

Content analysis was performed by two independent raters on these responses to score 

performance awareness, consistent with procedures used by Bradshaw and Reed (2012), 

Osborne and Reed (2008), and Vaughn, Schumm, and Sinagub (1996).  Two points were 

awarded for responses which accurately described the contingency, one point was awarded 

for responses thought to partially describe the preceding contingency, zero points were 

awarded for an inappropriate, inaccurate or uncertain response  (see Bradshaw & Reed, 2012: 

Catania et al., 1982; Matthews et al., 1985; Shimoff et al., 1986).  A Cohen’s kappa analysis 

was used to check the inter-rater reliability of these scores.  A high mean reliability of 0.85 

was identified between their separate judgments of the participants’ responses. 
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There were eight participants in each of the experimental groups.  Participants were 

tested individually in a quiet room and completed the performance awareness questionnaire 

(open or closed) immediately after completing the task.  

 

Results and Discussion 

Experimenter Instructions  

---------------------------- 

Figure 7 about here 

---------------------------- 

Figure 7 presents the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for the two groups of participants split by instruction type (Minimal 

instructions and Accurate Rate instructions), for the conditioning trials (trials 1 – 4).  A three-

factor, mixed-model ANOVA (instruction group x schedule x trial) was conducted on these 

data, and, consistent with Experiment 2, showed a statistically significant main effect of 

schedule, F(1,30) = 20.35, p < .001, Partial Eta2 = .404, but no statistically significant main 

effects of trial, p > .05 or instruction group, F < 1.  There were no statistically significant 

interactions for these data, all Fs < 1.  Thus, as with Experiment 2, participants receiving 

accurate instructions were no more likely to show differentiated RR/RI responses than those 

receiving minimal instructions, corroborating findings by Catania et al. (1982) and Shimoff et 

al. (1981), which indicated that verbal instructions did not produce consistent RR/RI 

response-rate differences or schedule-sensitive responding. 

--------------------------- 

Figure 8 about here 

--------------------------- 
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Figure 8 presents the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for participants split by instruction type (Minimal instructions and 

Accurate Rate instructions), for the extinction trials.  A three-factor, mixed-model ANOVA 

(instruction group x schedule x trial) was conducted on these data for these factors for the 

extinction trials, and showed only a statistically significant main effect of trial, F(2,60) = 

4.01, p < .05, partial eta2 = .118.  There were no other statistically significant main effects or 

interactions, all ps > .20.  The mean rates of responding during the three extinction trials, 

expressed as a proportion of the mean rates of responding seen over the four training trials, 

produced a mean proportion of baseline responding for the minimal instruction group of: RR 

= .62 (+ .53), and RI = 1.13 (+ .59); and for the accurate instruction group these data were: 

RR = .63 (+ .52), and RI = .99 (+ .59).  A two-factor ANOVA (group x schedule) conducted 

on these revealed a significant main effect of schedule, F(1,30) = 12.36, p < .001, partial eta2 

=.292, but no significant main effect of group, nor interaction between the factors, both Fs < 

1.  Thus, although there was an effect of extinction, and this was greater for the RR than for 

the RI schedule, the Accurate Rate instruction group was no less likely to show extinction 

than the Minimal instructions group, consistent with the findings of Experiment 2.  

 

Performance Awareness for the Whole Sample 

Summed performance awareness scores across the trials for the whole sample ranged 

from 0 to 16, with a mean of 7.25 (+ 5.88).  The sample was split into two groups according 

to their performance awareness score as described in Experiment 1; a score of 0 – 6 was 

classed as Lower PA, while a score 7 – 16 was classed as Higher PA.  Group Lower, 

consisted of 16 participants (mean PA score = 2.25 + 2.51), and Group Higher consisted of 

16 participants (mean PA score = 12.25 + 3.42). 

-------------------------- 
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Figure 9 about here 

-------------------------- 

Figure 9 presents the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for Higher PA and Lower PA groups for the conditioning trials (trials 1 – 

4) for the whole sample.  A three-factor, mixed-model ANOVA (PA Group x schedule x 

trial) was conducted on the data for the conditioning trials (trials 1 – 4) and showed a 

statistically significant main effect of schedule, F(1,30) = 21.19 p < .001, Partial Eta2 = .414, 

and of PA Group, F(1,30) = 8.10, p < .01; but no statistically significant effect of trial, p > .1.  

There was no statistically significant interactions between trial and PA group, p > .2 or 

schedule and PA group, p > .2.  However, there were statistically significant findings for the 

interactions between schedule and trial, F(3,90) = 7.86, p < .001 and for schedule, trial and 

PA group, F (3, 90) = 5.05, p = .003.  These findings, in comparison to the nonsignificant 

interactions in the Experimenter Instructions data, suggest that performance awareness was a 

stronger mediator of schedule-sensitive responding than instruction group, in accordance with 

the findings of Experiments 1 and 2 and findings by Catania et al. (1982). 

--------------------------- 

Figure 10 about here 

--------------------------- 

Figure 10 presents the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for Higher PA and Lower PA groups for the extinction trials for the whole 

sample.  A three-factor, mixed-model ANOVA (schedule x trial x group) revealed a 

statistically significant main effect of trial, F(2,60) = 4..38, p < .05, partial eta2 = .127, and a 

significanr interaction between group and trial, F(2,60) = 3.20, p < .05, partial eta2 = .096.  

No other main effects or interactions were significant, all ps > .20.  The mean rates of 

responding during the three extinction trials, expressed as a proportion of the mean rates of 
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responding seen over the four training trials, produced a mean proportion of baseline 

responding for the lower PA group: RR = .79 (+ .64), and RI = 1.03 (+ .52); and for the 

higher PA group these data were: RR = .46 (+ .30), and RI = 1.09 (+ .66).  A two-factor 

ANOVA (group x schedule) conducted on these revealed a significant main effect of 

schedule, F(1,30) = 13.17, p < .001, partial eta2 =.305, but no significant main effect of 

group, nor interaction between the factors, both ps > .10.  Thus, findings indicate that neither 

higher nor lower PA groups showed stronger extinction effects.  

 

Open-Ended PA Questionnaire 

--------------------------- 

Figure 11 about here 

--------------------------- 

Figure 11 displays the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for Higher PA and Lower PA groups, for the conditioning trials (trials 1 - 

4), for the open-ended PA questionnaire group.  A three-factor, mixed-model ANOVA was 

conducted using the same factors for the conditioning trials (1-4) for this group, and showed 

statistically significant main effects for schedule, F(1, 14) =  5.64, p < .05 , Partial Eta2 = .287 

and for PA group, F (1, 14)=  12.71, p = .003 , Partial Eta2 = .476.  There was no statistically 

significant main effect for trial, p > .1.  There was a statistically significant interaction for 

schedule x PA group, F(1, 14) = 5.75, p < .05, Partial Eta2 = .291.  There were no other 

statistically significant interactions, ps > .10.  

--------------------------- 

Figure 12 about here 

--------------------------- 
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Figure 12 presents the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for Higher PA and Lower PA groups for the extinction trials for the open-

ended PA questionnaire group.  A three-factor, mixed-model ANOVA (schedule x trial x PA 

group) showed a marginally significant main effect for trial, F(2,28) = 2.79, .08 > p > .07, 

partial eta2 = .135, and for the interaction between PA group and trial, F(2,28) = 2.93, .07 > p 

> .06, partial eta2 = .174.  There were no other statistically significant main effects or 

interactions, all ps > .1. 

The mean rates of responding during the three extinction trials, expressed as a 

proportion of the mean rates of responding seen over the four training trials, produced a mean 

proportion of baseline responding for the lower PA group: RR = 1.07 (+ .75), and RI = 1.07 

(+ .53); and for the higher PA group these data were: RR = .58 (+ .31), and RI = 1.16 (+ 

.68).  A two-factor ANOVA (group x schedule) conducted on these revealed a marginally 

significant main effect of schedule, F(1,14) = 3.91, .07 > p > .06, partial eta2 =.218, and a 

statistically significant schedule x group interaction, F(1,14) = 4.21, p < .05, partial eta2 

=.231, but no significant main effect of group, p > .40.  Thus, on this measure the higher PA 

groups, measured by open-ended questionnaire, showed a larger extinction effect but only for 

the RR schedule.  

 

Closed-Ended PA Questionnaire 

--------------------------- 

Figure 13 about here 

--------------------------- 

Figure 13 displays the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for Higher PA and Lower PA groups, for the conditioning trials (trials 1 - 

4) for the closed-ended PA questionnaire group.  A three-factor, mixed-model ANOVA (PA 
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group x schedule x trial) was conducted for the conditioning trials (1-4) for this group, and 

showed a statistically significant main effect for schedule, F(1, 14) =  19.82, p = .001, partial 

eta2 = .586. No other significant main effects were observed, both ps > .5. There was a 

significant interaction for schedule x trial x PA group, F (3, 42) =  3.57, p < .05 , Partial Eta2 

= .203. There were no other significant interactions, F < 1 for both. Means indicate 

differentiated RR and RI responses for the higher PA group but not for the lower PA group. 

--------------------------- 

Figure 14 about here 

--------------------------- 

Figure 14 presents the response rates for each exposure to each of the two schedule 

types (RR and RI), for Higher PA and Lower PA groups for the extinction trials for the 

closed-ended PA questionnaire group.  A further three-factor, mixed-model ANOVA 

(schedule x trial x group) revealed a statistically significant main effects for trial, F (2,28) = 

5.93, p < .07, partial eta2 = .298. There were no significant interactions, all Fs < 1.  The mean 

rates of responding during the three extinction trials, expressed as a proportion of the mean 

rates of responding seen over the four training trials, produced a mean proportion of baseline 

responding for the lower PA group: RR = .49 (+ .36), and RI = 1.01 (+ .54); and for the 

higher PA group these data were: RR = .38 (+ .29), and RI = 1.02 (+ .68).  A two-factor 

ANOVA (group x schedule) conducted on these revealed a statically significant main effect 

of schedule, F(1,14) = 9.64, .p < .001, partial eta2 =.408, but the main effect for group and 

the interaction were not significant, Fs <1.  Thus, although there was a numerical trend for 

greater extinction in the higher PA group for the RR schedule, as for the open-ended 

question, this was not statistically reliable.  

 

Association between Instruction Group and PA 
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Pearson’s Chi Square analyses of association were conducted on the data to further 

investigate the relationship between performance awareness and instruction group.  It was 

found that, for the whole sample, of the 16 participants who received minimal instructions, 

nine had lower performance awareness whilst seven had higher PA.  Of the 16 who received 

accurate instructions, seven had lower PA, while nine had higher PA; X² (1, N = 32 = .48, p > 

.7. Thus, there was no relationship between instruction group and performance awareness in 

the whole sample for Experiment 3, consistent with the results of Experiments 1 and 2.  

 For the open-ended PA questionnaire group there were four participants in the 

minimal instructions group who had higher PA and four who had lower PA. Similarly for the 

accurate instructions group there were four with higher and four with lower PA. For the 

closed ended PA questionnaire group there were three participants with higher PA in the 

minimal instructions group and five with lower PA. For the accurate instructions group there 

were five with higher PA and three with lower PA. The chi squared analyses did not yield 

any statistically significant results, ps > .3 for both.  

The findings of the third experiment replicate those of experiments one and two and 

corroborate findings by Catania et al. (1982) and Shimoff et al. (1981), and partially 

corroborate findings by Hayes, Brownstein, Haas and Greenway (1986), in that accurate 

instructions were no more likely to lead to differential responding than minimal instructions. 

They also replicate the findings of experiments one and two in that performance awareness 

appeared more strongly related to differential responding according to schedule type than 

instruction group, similar to findings of Catania et al. (1982).   

There was no difference between either accurately- versus minimally-instructed 

participants or higher versus lower PA participants in extinction trials, suggesting that neither 

of these variables affects extinction.  These findings are somewhat inconsistent with the 

findings of Experiment 2 which suggest that accurately-instructed and higher PA participants 
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both show slightly stronger extinction effects. These data also show no support for findings 

by Joyce and Chase (1990) and by Hayes et al. (1986) who reported differences in extinction 

effects according to instruction type and performance awareness.  

Furthermore, performance differentiation in relation to performance awareness did not 

differ significantly between the group measured by open –ended questionnaire and the group 

measured by closed-ended questionnaire; both groups showed differential responding in 

higher PA participants, but not lower PA participants, suggesting that both measures are 

equally effective in PA measurement.  

It is acknowledged that a retrospective questionnaire asking participants to think back 

over previous trials is flawed in some respects; however, the reliable relationship between 

higher PA and differentiated schedule-sensitive responses across all three experiments 

observable in both closed-ended and open-ended PA measures and consistent with findings 

using identical measures in a previous study (Bradshaw & Reed, 2012) suggests that 

participants are adequately recalling their opinion of how best to score points for each trial. 

This may be because the trials are each reliably associated with a color which is indicated in 

the questions, prompting recall of color and performance.  Also in the case of Experiments 2 

and 3, although participants were asked to recall 20 trials, conditioning only occurred for the 

first eight of these trials which participants appeared able to recall. Nevertheless variation of 

the way in which PA is measured, both in terms of the questions asked and the time of 

measurement might be necessary to be as certain as possible of the reliability of PA 

measurement. 

 

General Discussion 
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 The current research investigated the relationships between schedule responding, 

contingency awareness, and verbal instructions.  In accordance with the results of previous 

studies, the findings indicated that some humans can show schedule-sensitive performance on 

RR and RI schedules, similar to that displayed by nonhumans (see Baron & Galizio, 1983; 

Bradshaw & Reed, 2012; Matthews, Shimoff, Catania & Sagvolden, 1977; Raia, Shillingford, 

Miller, & Baier, 2000; Reed, 1993, 1994, 1999, 2001; Shimoff, Catania & Matthews, 1981), 

and that these response patterns are related to performance  awareness (see Bradshaw & 

Reed, 2012). 

 In an earlier series of experiments, performance awareness was consistently related to 

schedule-sensitive responding, in the sense that participants who could accurately describe 

RR and RI schedule contingencies performed sensitively, and those who could not describe 

them did not perform sensitively (Bradshaw & Reed, 2012).  Findings from this earlier study 

and the current study are consistent with the findings of other studies which suggest that 

performance  awareness (most commonly achieved through shaping) results in sensitive 

schedule performance (see Catania et al., 1982; Hayes et al., 1986; Matthews et al., 1985; 

Shimoff et al., 1981, Wearden & Shimp, 1985).  The results of the present study lend further 

support to the suggestion that performance awareness is an important factor in appropriate 

schedule responding. 

 The present findings suggest that although accurate experimenter-provided verbal 

instructions can produce sensitive schedule responding, instructions are not as important to 

sensitive responding as performance  awareness, as demonstrated by the larger effect size for 

the interaction between schedule and PA than for schedule and instruction group in both 

experiments.  Furthermore, these two factors are not related to one another; participants were 

no more likely to show high performance awareness for schedules having received accurate 
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instructions on how to earn reinforcement, than they were having received minimal or 

inaccurate instructions. 

Previous studies suggest that while verbally instructing participants on the best way to 

earn reinforcement generally results in schedule-sensitive responding, this responding can 

remain relatively rigid, showing insensitivity to either changes in the schedule contingencies 

or to extinction (Catania et al., 1982; Hayes et al., 1986; Joyce & Chase, 1990; Shimoff et al., 

1981).  These findings might suggest that, while participants will follow instructions given to 

them by experimenters, their awareness of the contingencies of the schedules is not 

necessarily increased by following the instructions given.  Similarly, Hayes et al. (1986) 

demonstrated that while accurate verbal instructions produced schedule-sensitive responding 

in more participants than minimal instructions, or those appropriate to either RR or RI 

schedules only (go fast or go slow instructions), minimal or go fast instruction groups still 

demonstrated more schedule-sensitive responses than insensitive responses.  Thus, 

instructions were not the only factor in sensitive schedule responding.  The results from the 

present studies did not corroborate these findings as it was found that in both experiments 

which included extinction trials accurately-instructed participants were either just as likely to, 

or even more likely to, show extinction effects as those receiving minimal instruction. 

However, it should be noted that there are procedural differences between the current 

experiments and those reported by Hayes et al. (1986), which might account for this different 

pattern of findings.  Notably, the latter study employed a much more complicated task and 

did not employ a response cost procedure as in the current studies. 

Shimoff et al. (1981) describe insensitivity to the schedule contingency as a defining 

feature of instructional control, which would suggest that participants across the three 

experiments described here were not actually under experimental control as they did show 

sensitivity to the contingencies by extinguishing rapidly. However, Joyce and Chase (1990) 
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showed that insensitivity to the schedule contingency might only be a feature of instructional 

control when that control precludes any variability of responses in the participants which 

might allow them to make contact with a new contingency.  One feature of our study which 

may have encouraged variability of responses is that all participants, regardless of instruction 

group, were issued with the same initial instructions which stated that it may be a good idea 

to respond quickly at times and slowly at other times, but that they should try to work this out 

for themselves.  If this encouraged variability in their responses, regardless of subsequent 

instructions, contact with the contingencies might have been made and thus schedule 

sensitivity shown. Alternatively, our findings may be related to the relatively simplistic 

schedules employed which made it easier to judge that reinforcement was no longer 

available. 

Hayes et al. (1986) discuss the fact that variability of responses does not provide a 

complete explanation for differentiated behavior because some participants in their research 

made contact with contingencies that opposed the rule provided and yet still followed that 

rule.  Furthermore they argue that a change of contingency via extinction is enough to 

constitute contact with the contingency in itself and thus to some extent all participants 

contact the contingency to some degree.  They reject the claim by Shimoff et al. (1981) that 

insensitivity to the schedule contingency is a defining feature of instructional control on the 

grounds that this would mean that those showing initial adherence to instructions but then 

also showing sensitivity to the contingency could not be described as having been under 

instructional control.  They argue that adhering to the instructions for a period of time is 

showing at least partial instructional control.  The results of our experiments suggest that 

participants may not have been under full instructional control due to the lack of 

differentiated responding between RR and RI schedules for those in the accurate instructions 

groups in Experiments 2 and 3.  Two features of the current study might have produced this 
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finding: all participants in both instruction groups received the same instructions to vary their 

responses initially before later minimal or accurate instructions; and participants were not 

instructed as to which stimulus color would indicate the need for slow or rapid pressing. 

Replication of the study with instructions varied further to include or exclude initial 

instructions to vary their responses and more specific instructions to press rapidly when the 

stimulus box was red for example, and slowly when green might produce results which 

demonstrate instructional control observable in the data.   

 This study measured performance awareness in terms of asking participants what they 

thought was the best way to score points.  Findings by Matthews et al. (1985) suggested that 

measurement of performance awareness might produce more reliable associations between 

verbal descriptions and responding and between higher PA and schedule-sensitive responding 

than contingency awareness measurement.  This might be because it is easier for participants 

to describe a task in terms of what they did rather than what the task required.  Differentiation 

between performance awareness and contingency awareness seems to be an area for further 

investigation following the results of this experiment and the difficulties with precise 

performance awareness measurement.  

The results of this study and a previous study (Bradshaw and Reed, 2012) suggest that 

performance awareness is a pivotal factor in the analysis of schedule responding in humans, 

but they do not address the wider question of what PA is and why it is so important.  It may 

not be a uniquely human characteristic, even though it has been demonstrated to strongly 

relate to human differentiated schedule performance which differs from that of animals, since 

some studies have shown a degree of contingency awareness in non-human animals (e.g., see 

Lattal, 1975).  It would seem that some investigation into the nature of PA and/or CA and 

further exploration of its relationship with human schedule performance is a necessity 

following the present results.  Awareness might be an implicit, verbal process which is 
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unique to humans or which is common to many species. Or it might be better described as a 

verbal, self-generated process which takes on greater importance than rules imposed by 

others.  Future research might seek to explore the nature of this awareness and might also 

vary the nature of reinforcement provided and the method of measurement of PA and CA as a 

means to further investigate this important concern.  
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Figure Captions 

 

Figure 1.  Experiment 1 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI trials for each 

instruction group. 

 

Figure 2.  Experiment 1 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI trials for higher and 

lower performance awareness. 

 

Figure 3.  Experiment 2 mean response rates per minute –  RR and RI conditioning trials (1 - 

4) for each instruction group. 

 

Figure 4.  Experiment 1 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI extinction trials (5 - 10) 

for each instruction group. 

 

Figure 5.  Experiment 2 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI conditioning trials (1 – 

4) for higher and lower performance awareness. 

 

Figure 6.  Experiment 2 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI extinction trials (5 - 10) 

for higher and lower performance awareness. 

 

Figure 7. Experiment 3 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI conditioning trials (1 – 

4) for each instruction group.  

 

Figure 8. Experiment 3 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI extinction trials (5 - 10) 

for each instruction group.  
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Figure 9.  Experiment 3 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI conditioning trials (1 – 

4) for higher and lower performance awareness. 

 

Figure 10.  Experiment 3 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI extinction trials (5 - 

10) for higher and lower performance awareness. 

 

Figure 11.  Experiment 3 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI conditioning trials (1 

– 4) for higher and lower performance awareness using open-ended PA measure. 

 

Figure 12.  Experiment 3 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI extinction trials (5 - 

10) for higher and lower performance awareness using open-ended PA measure. 

 

Figure 13.  Experiment 3 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI conditioning trials (1 

– 4) for higher and lower performance awareness, using closed-ended PA measure. 

 

Figure 14.  Experiment 3 mean response rates per minute – RR and RI extinction trials (5 - 

10) for higher and lower performance awareness, using closed-ended PA measure. 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 7 
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Figure 8  
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Figure 14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


